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Hippocampal Maturation Drives Memory
from Generalization to Specificity

Attila Keresztes,1,* Chi T. Ngo,2 Ulman Lindenberger,1,3 Markus Werkle-Bergner,1 and
Nora S. Newcombe2

During early ontogeny, the rapid and cumulative acquisition of world knowl-
edge contrasts with slower improvements in the ability to lay down detailed and
long-lasting episodic memories. This emphasis on generalization at the
expense of specificity persists well into middle childhood and possibly into
adolescence. During this period, recognizing regularities, forming stable rep-
resentations of recurring episodes, predicting the structure of future events,
and building up semantic knowledge may be prioritized over remembering
specific episodes. We highlight recent behavioral and neuroimaging evidence
suggesting that maturational differences among subfields within the hippo-
campus contribute to the developmental lead–lag relation between generali-
zation and specificity, and lay out future research directions.

The Hippocampus at Center Stage: Generalization and Specificity
The fact that infants and young children are prodigious learners creates one of the most
perplexing paradoxes of human ontogeny: in the first 2 years of life, babies acquire much world
knowledge and show rapid vocabulary acquisition [1]. However, they are not across-the-board
learners. Despite substantial gains in semantic memory (see Glossary), episodic memory in
infants is characterized by dense amnesia for events in their lives. To a lesser extent, this
paradox continues through preschool and early elementary school, and even into middle
childhood. The slow and protracted development of spatial and temporal resolution of memo-
ries [1–4] occurs in parallel with continued increases in world knowledge. These observations
highlight a primary conflict in the goals of all adaptive learning systems: detecting regularities in
the world through generalization versus encoding and remembering particular events and
their details through mnemonic specificity.

This distinction can be captured by functionalist theories that conceptualize memory as a set of
processes that are not independent from processes of other cognitive systems [5,6], as well as
by classical taxonomies of memory systems such as the distinction between episodic and
semantic memory [7,8]. These theories are not fully overlapping. For instance, semantic
knowledge about a particular topic can be richly detailed, hence specific, but the person
possessing this knowledge may not have access to the individual episodes from which this
knowledge has been extracted. In addition, autobiographical memories can be relatively
general. For instance, one might remember last year’s birthday party without being able to
recall the type of cake served, not to mention its taste [9]. We argue that the functionalist
distinction between memory specificity and generalization better captures such instances than
the semantic–episodic distinction, and, more importantly, that understanding the development
of cognitive and neural processes supporting specificity and generalization may provide a
mechanistic explanation for the apparent discrepancy between rapid knowledge acquisition
and the slow development of memory for details that is observed during childhood.

Highlights
High-resolution MRI allows in vivo
investigation of regions within the hip-
pocampus in humans.

Human hippocampal maturation con-
tinues beyond middle childhood and
potentially into adolescence. It is char-
acterized by an uneven maturational
pace of different structures within the
hippocampus.

Generalization and specificity are use-
ful concepts pointing to component
processes of memory that allow the
integrated study of learning and mem-
ory during childhood.

Novel behavioral techniques provide
estimates of the integrity of neural
computations supporting generaliza-
tion and specificity.
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Glossary
Complementary learning systems
theory (CLS): a theoretical
framework of memory based on
computational modeling [10,20]. Its
original formulation posited that,
through pattern separation, the
hippocampus allows fast encoding of
specific representations, and that the
neocortex, through its distributed
nature, allows slow extraction of
generalized knowledge. In this
framework, the hippocampus and
cortex act in a complementary
fashion to implement specificity and
generalization.
Episodic memory: a form of human
memory that refers to memory for
spatially and temporally anchored
events.
Generalization: we use the term
generalization at two levels. At the
computational level, we refer to it to
describe processes that enable the
brain to extract an underlying
structure from repeated exposures to
similar input patterns, and use the
term to refer specifically to
hippocampal generalization. At the
cognitive level, we refer to the ability
to extract regularities across
repeated events.
Mnemonic similarity task: a
recognition memory task to assess
the integrity of neural pattern
separation. There are two common
task variants – an incidental
encoding version, where encoding is
followed by an ‘old’/‘similar’/‘new’
memory judgment test ([32];
discussed in this article) (Figure 1G,
H), and a continuous recognition
version [97].
Relational memory: memory for at
least two items (features, objects,
concepts, locations, etc.) that are
related to one another on the basis
of conceptual, spatial, or temporal
associations. The term originated in
animal research and is widely used in
cognitive neuroscience. The term
associative memory emerged in
cognitive psychology, and is primarily
used interchangeably with the term
relational memory. In cognitive
neuroscience, associative memory is
often defined as memory for co-
occurrences, and is differentiated
from other types of relational memory
for locations and temporal
sequences.

Our goal here is to show that a functionalist approach to memory development provides new
insights into the orderly progression of memory development during childhood. Our approach
is based on computational models of generalization and specificity [10–12], on recent discov-
eries concerning hippocampal development, and is partly inspired by a component process
framework to memory [13], which envisages memory as an interaction of processes tied to
functionally and structurally distinct components. With this paper, we would like to put the
hippocampus – its ontogeny, structure, and function – at center stage (Box 1).

Computational Models of Generalization and Specificity
From the first day of life, the human brain keeps a balance between generalization and
specificity. Generalization supports the extraction of regularities across repeated exposures
to similar experiences, and specificity allows the formation and retrieval of particular experi-
ences with rich detail, distinct from the backdrop of overlapping memories [10–12].

Classically, complementary learning systems theory (CLS [10]) has offered a computa-
tional framework for understanding the interplay of generalization and specificity. CLS postu-
lates that generalization is achieved through slow neocortical learning, whereas hippocampal
computations are necessary for achieving specificity. CLS has proved to be highly influential in
memory research and offers a mechanistic explanation for a wide range of memory phenom-
ena. However, there are a few observations and empirical data that it cannot accommodate.
First, in some cases generalization occurs rapidly and either involves the hippocampus, or even
depends on it [14–16]. Second, several cortical areas relevant for memory, in particular the
prefrontal cortex, mature slowly during childhood and adolescence [17–19]. CLS alone fails to
explain how young children are able to put a premium on generalization at the expense of
specificity, given that the brain areas assumed to support rapid generalization are particularly
slow to mature.

More recent computational models explicitly model hippocampal involvement to resolve the
fast generalization problem. An update of the CLS theory, the REMERGE model ([11], see also

Box 1. Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience of Memory

Historically, the focus in research on memory development during middle childhood and adolescence had been on
extrahippocampal brain areas. Initial views on memory suggested major dissociations between forms – episodic versus
semantic [73]) – or systems – declarative versus nondeclarative [74] – of memory. These divisions were partly rooted in
presumed differential reliance on the hippocampus [7,8,75]. Today, it is generally recognized that distinctions based on
the presence or lack of hippocampal involvement may be insufficient to fully characterize mnemonic phenomena. This
insight was fostered by research that departed from the localizationist approach to addressing brain systems and
related cognitive content, and instead adopted a component process approach addressing computational mechan-
isms [13].The centrality of hippocampal computations has now been established in both episodic and semantic
memories [76,77], in working memory (e.g., [78,79]), and in a broad range of non-mnemonic functions [15].

Despite these recent advances, the distinction between hippocampus-dependent episodic memory and non-hippo-
campus-dependent semantic memory continues to inform developmental memory research (e.g., [80]). At the same
time, it has been recognized that episodic memories are not only dependent on the hippocampus but also on a network
of brain areas, and most prominently on the prefrontal cortex [81]. In line with available data indicating that the
hippocampus matures relatively early compared to the prefrontal cortices [17,19,82], research on the neural under-
pinnings of memory development during childhood has focused on the contribution of extrahippocampal areas to
developmental gains in recollection [45], in source memory [46], or in schema-supported memory [72,83]. Given that
generalization-like phenomena (e.g., familiarity, gist-based memories) are, compared to recollection, relatively stable
across middle childhood [84–86], the role of hippocampal maturation in the development of generalization has rarely
been studied. This stance was consistent with computational theories of the time suggesting that generalization
depends on the cortex, and not the hippocampus [10]. In sum, the role of hippocampal maturation in memory
development beyond early childhood has not been in the focus of research on memory development – until recent
discoveries of the protracted development of the hippocampus (e.g., [38,52]).
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[20]), proposes that generalization is supported by recurrent processing within the total
hippocampal network. Within such a ‘big loop’, specific input patterns in the hippocampus
can interact with cortical representations, allowing fast generalization to take place. A different
modification to CLS described in [12] instantiates generalization and specificity along the mono-
and trisynaptic pathways within the hippocampal circuit. In line with emerging computational
models of generalization within the hippocampus, neuroimaging and behavioral data suggest
that construction of generalized memories is supported by the integration of current and
previous experiences in concert with hippocampally supported encoding processes [21,22].

Major differences notwithstanding, most current computational models of hippocampal func-
tion have inherited a core principle from Marr’s early mathematical memory model [23]: the
computations of pattern separation and pattern completion. In current models, supported by
abundant data from animal and human studies (reviewed in [24–26]), pattern separation allows
the hippocampus to dissociate input from previously stored, but highly similar, representations,
whereas pattern completion allows partial input to be integrated into previously stored rep-
resentations. We acknowledge that pattern separation and completion can be linked to
specificity and generalization in more than one way (Box 2). We subscribe to the view that
pattern separation is necessary for specificity, whereas pattern completion supports generali-
zation. Importantly, intrahippocampal subfields are differentially involved in these processes.
Specifically, the dentate gyrus (DG) has been linked to pattern separation, whereas among the
cornu ammoni (CA) regions, CA3 has been linked to both pattern separation and pattern
completion, and CA1 has been linked to pattern completion [25].

These insights into complementary computational properties of different subfields of the
hippocampus have important implications for understanding memory development in child-
hood and adolescence. They open the possibility that the developmental precedence of
generalization over specificity is brought about by differences in maturational pace among

REMERGE model: REMERGE
stands for ‘recurrency and episodic
memory results in generalization’
[11,20]. It is a modification of CLS
that accommodates findings
suggesting that, in addition to the
neocortex, the hippocampus is also
involved in generalization. This is
achieved by adding recurrent
connections within the hippocampus.
Semantic memory: a form of
human memory that refers to factual
knowledge about the world.
Source memory: the spatial,
temporal, and other types of anchors
for an episodic memory. For
instance, the exact location, the time
of day of hearing a story, and the
person telling us the story are all
source memories for the story.
Broadly, this is a type of associative/
relational memory.
Specificity: we define specificity at
two levels. At the computational
level, we refer to it to describe
processes that enable the brain to
store and reinstate highly specific
activity patterns in the face of
overlapping elements with other
patterns, and use the term to refer
only to hippocampal specificity. At
the cognitive level, we refer to the
ability to encode and retrieve
memories with highly specific details.

Box 2. Pattern Separation and Pattern Completion

In perhaps the most influential recent review on pattern separation and completion in the hippocampus [25], based on
[23], the authors define pattern completion as the ‘process by which incomplete or degraded representations are filled-
in based on previously stored representations’, thus allowing generalization. Pattern separation in turn is defined as a
process ‘whereby similar representations are stored in a distinct, non-overlapping (orthogonalized) fashion’. Impor-
tantly, the definitions vary in the literature. Some adopt a view that the product of pattern completion is a previously
stored representation rebuilt from available input serving as partial cues [24,87–93]. Others define pattern completion
more broadly and suggest that stored representations can also support the extraction of a common representation that
enables generalizations across experiences or binding during encoding [16,32,37,38,94]. Note the often implicit
conception (or misconception [24]) in these definitions, according to which pattern separation and completion are
not separate processes but instead comprise two ends of a continuum. By contrast, it has been suggested that the
converse of pattern separation is pattern convergence – that is, cases when the correlation between two patterns of cell
population activity evoked by two different input stimuli in a given region increases in a downstream region [95].

A major source of inconsistencies is that pattern separation and completion are studied at different levels of analysis
spanning animal and computational models, human neuroimaging, and experimental psychology. Comparisons of
concepts across levels of analysis will necessarily fall through unless inter-level relations of concepts are addressed. For
instance, some researchers advocate the view that pattern separation is a storage process whereas pattern completion
is a retrieval process [24]. However, such a distinction cannot accommodate the observation of cognitive psychology
that memories are constructive in nature [96]. In this view, pattern completion is necessary to construct novel memories
based on generalizations. In addition, computationally, pattern separation and completion have been ascribed to
distinct hippocampal structures. However, non-invasive neuroimaging and behavioral studies can only collect indirect
evidence for the two processes and are confounded in currently available measures [32–34]. For instance, although
evidence supports the assumption that discrimination performance on the mnemonic similarity task reflects the integrity
of neural pattern separation [33,35,36], pattern completion necessarily contributes to performance with an unknown
weight [32,38]. Future research needs to confirm whether these processes can be disentangled from one another at
neural and cognitive levels of analysis, and to better link different levels of analysis.
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regions within the hippocampus. To substantiate this claim, we provide evidence that pattern
completion precedes pattern separation during childhood development, and report initial
evidence suggesting that this developmental lag is indeed associated with differential devel-
opment of regions within the hippocampus.

Changing Balance between Pattern Completion and Pattern Separation
The imbalance between assimilation and accommodation during early and middle childhood, in
which children tend to extract schematic knowledge at the expense of learning and recollecting
specific events, was actually noted many years ago by Piaget [27,28]. This imbalance has
resurfaced in computational models of memory [10], and later as the imbalance between
pattern completion and pattern separation [11,25,29]. Studies on the development of pattern
separation and completion in childhood are scarce, but their results converge. These studies
have adapted experimental paradigms originally developed for rodents [30,31] and human
adults [32,33] to assess pattern separation and completion in children. One of the first studies
on pattern separation development found that the ability of children aged 1.5–4 years to
discriminate between close locations in a complex spatial memory task improved with age [34]
(Figure 1A–F). These improvements in the spatial resolution of memory suggested a first link to
the development of pattern separation abilities.

Two recent studies from our laboratories assessed pattern separation development with
adaptations of the mnemonic similarity task [33] (Figure 1G,H). This task assesses mne-
monic discrimination, the ability to distinguish between highly similar memories, and has been
shown to be a reliable index of pattern separation integrity [33,35,36]. A first study [37]
investigated mnemonic discrimination and relational memory (assessed by a task requiring
binding of items, to items and to contexts) in children aged 4 and 6 years, as well as in young
adults. Importantly, relational memory performance and mnemonic discrimination abilities were
uncorrelated. Moreover, although improvements on the relational memory task were only noted
until the age of 6, mnemonic discrimination improved from 4 to 6 years of age and beyond. In a
second study [38], children aged 6–14 years and young adults performed a mnemonic similarity
task, as well as tasks assessing memory for items, item–item associations, and source
memory. The results revealed a heterogeneous pattern of memory development across
the full sample, with most measures, including mnemonic discrimination, showing improve-
ments across childhood. In line with [37], mnemonic discrimination did not correlate with
memory for inter-item associations. In addition, relational memory (as indexed by source
memory performance) and pattern separation were dissociated in terms of their structural
brain correlates across the developmental sample: source memory development was specifi-
cally related to maturation of frontal cortex, whereas mnemonic discrimination development
was specifically related to maturation of the hippocampus.

As noted above (also Box 2), we subscribe to the view that mnemonic discrimination relies on
pattern separation supporting memory specificity, whereas relational memory relies on pattern
completion and additional cortical areas supporting generalization. Thus, taken together,
available behavioral age trends and their associations to structural brain differences support
the notion that pattern separation develops on different trajectories from pattern completion.
This is not to imply that only pattern separation develops in this period, whereas pattern
completion does not. For instance, a recent study [39] provided evidence that performance on
tasks relying on generalization through integrating separate experiences, such as associative
inference and statistical learning, does develop from 6 to 30 years of age. However, based on
the available evidence, we posit a shift in the balance between pattern completion and pattern
separation towards the latter. We next summarize evidence suggesting that the shift in the
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balance between pattern completion and pattern separation is characterized by uneven
maturation of regions within the hippocampus.

Human Hippocampal Maturation Continues into Adolescence
For a relatively long time in the history of cognitive neuroscience, the hippocampus had not
been the focus of research on memory development, particularly not in middle childhood until
adolescence (Box 1). Investigators were influenced by findings demonstrating that the most
robust changes in hippocampal structure occur during the first 2 years of life [40], and that the
hippocampus as a whole appeared to be unchanged between the ages of 4 and 25 when
assessed longitudinally [41]. Hence, the protracted developmental profile of episodic memory
was attributed to neural maturation in brain regions outside the hippocampus or to
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Figure 1. Tasks Assessing Pattern Separation Development. (A–F) Task used to show age-related differences in spatial pattern separation development in
children aged 18 to 48 months in ([34], adapted from [33]). (A) Children had to memorize spatial locations that had been associated with a reward. (B) They then were
tested in different versions of the same environment, with combinations of rewarded (filled circles) and non-rewarded locations being present in the environment in
increasing complexity (C–F). Thus, this study manipulated the number of rewarded locations and the spatial resolution necessary to separate rewarded from non-
rewarded cues: for example, (C) and (D) show environments with one rewarded location, but (D) requiring a higher spatial resolution. (G,H) Stimuli (G) and response
options (H) in a task used in [37] to test for age-related differences in mnemonic discrimination of objects between 4 and 6 years old children, and young adults. After
viewing a series of objects without a memory instruction (top), participants had to distinguish targets they saw earlier from highly similar lures and novel foils (bottom).
Images reproduced, with permission, from [34] (A–F) and [37] (G,H).
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development of hippocampus–cortex interactions. Thus, initial work suggested that memory
development during middle childhood and adolescence is mainly driven by maturation of the
prefrontal cortex (reviewed in [1]), supported by converging structural [19,42–44] as well as
functional neuroimaging [45,46] evidence. However, this view has been challenged when
improvements in MRI allowed developmental trajectories of human hippocampus to be
mapped in vivo with increasing precision (a recent review on MRI imaging of hippocampal
development is given in [47]). As a result, some studies reported data suggesting age-related
changes within the hippocampal circuitry that extend beyond childhood and potentially even
into adolescence [41,48].

A potential solution to these controversies originated from animal studies reporting histological
evidence for markedly different developmental trajectories of regions within the hippocampus
of rhesus macaque monkeys in age ranges roughly matching 2–7 years of human age [49].
Specifically, these studies showed that, compared to other hippocampal regions, the DG and
the CA3 regions undergo more protracted maturation that continues even beyond the exam-
ined period – potentially into early adulthood. These findings provided clear clues for research
on human hippocampal development by suggesting that a similarly heterogeneous pattern of
development of hippocampal regions may be present in humans. However, this intuition could
only recently be tested, owing to technological advances in MRI that allow the acquisition of
high-resolution hippocampal images in vivo [32,50,51].

The first study that tested for age-related differences in the structure of regions within the
hippocampus using high-resolution MRI in children aged 8–14 years [52] indeed found
differential patterns of age effects on regions within the body of the hippocampus, with laterally
specific age-related increases of the DG and CA3 until early adolescence, and increases of the
CA1 until late adolescence. Similar findings were observed in two recent high-resolution MRI
studies of young adults and children of similar age ranges (6–14 [38], and 6–17 [39] years of
age). In the former, we observed age-related increases in the DG and CA3, the CA1 and CA2,
as well as the subiculum within the hippocampal body, until early adolescence, with increases in
DG and CA3 extending into young adulthood (Figure 2A,B); in the latter, the authors observed
increases in DG in the body, but decreases in the subiculum in the hippocampal body, and a
decrease in CA1 in the hippocampal head. By contrast, one recent study using high-resolution
MRI on a sample of participants aged 8–25 years [53] reported a decrease in DG and CA3 with
age. However, this study estimated hippocampal regions based on only the most anterior part
of the hippocampal body. Thus, despite slight differences in results (potentially owing to
differential demarcation of hippocampal regions) the three studies above assessing regional
development within the full extent of the hippocampal body provide converging evidence for
protracted hippocampal development characterized by heterogeneous maturation of regions
within the hippocampus. Importantly, the available evidence [38] suggests that hippocampal
maturation contributes substantially to memory development.

Hippocampal Maturation Shapes the Ontogeny of Memory
Most crucially, the pattern of age differences in [38] suggests that the uneven maturational
trajectories of regions within the hippocampus are related to a shift from pattern completion to
pattern separation (Figure 2C). In that study we used multivariate analysis techniques to
express the interrelated pattern of age-related differences in all measured regions within
the hippocampus, in line with the highly interconnected nature of the hippocampal circuit
[54]. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that the heterogeneous maturation of
hippocampal subfields facilitates a shift from generalization to specificity during childhood, and
potentially in adolescence. We posit that the lag between generalization and specificity during
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this life period is developmentally advantageous because it facilitates initial learning through the
extraction of commonalities across experiences [1]. According to this view, a shift to more
specificity becomes affordable and adaptive only after accumulation of sufficient world knowl-
edge. Of course, we do not claim that the hippocampus is the only player in this developmental
shift. In addition to maturational changes within the hippocampus regionally, maturational
changes across the entire brain and their connections via white matter pathways [55] are probably
driving the ontogeny of learning and memory (Box 1). Future longitudinal studies are faced with the
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difficult and rewarding task of delineating the joint contributions of distributed and uneven
maturational brain changes to memory development, and to individual differences therein.

Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
In this Opinion we have proposed that maturational changes within the hippocampus continue
to contribute to the ontogeny of learning and memory throughout childhood and potentially into
adolescence. We suggest that this proposition helps to explain the longstanding observation
that children tend to extract scripted generalizations of their life experiences, and recollect
relatively few details of specific episodes.

To test this proposition, we advocate a neurodevelopmental research program that investigates
how interactions among hippocampal regions, in concert with hippocampal–cortical interactions,
shape the ontogeny of learning and memory. More specifically, we advocate studying memory
using a componentprocess approach [13] informedby (i) computationalmodels ofmemory based
onemergingevidenceonthe computationalpropertiesofmemory-relevant neural substrates, and
(ii) changes in computational properties as a function of changes in these substrates.

The notion that differential maturational trajectories of regions within the hippocampus drive the
ontogeny of generalization and specificity across childhood and adolescence can be further
addressed by several lines of research. It has become clear in recent years that hippocampal
maturation continues beyond the age of 6 years [38,47,52,56]. At the same time, it seems
evident that maturational changes in hippocampal circuitry tend to be larger before rather than
after that age. To model the developmental trajectory of generalization and specificity under age
6, and preferably under age 4, the field needs to design novel behavioral assays to probe
pattern separation and completion. Similarly, to characterize the maturation of hippocampal
regions below 6 years of age, currently available high-resolution MRI protocols need to be
adapted for use in younger children ([57] reports a recent success in this direction). The use of
faster sequences, online head movement control and correction [58], as well as behavioral
interventions [59] will figure prominently in this effort (see also [60]). An intriguing question to be
tested by such future studies is whether generalization and specificity may rely on different
neural substrates at different stages of hippocampal development. For instance, in light of the
relatively immature DG and CA3 in infancy (below 1–2 years), Gómez and Edgin [61] suggested
that generalization in infancy occurs mostly incrementally through the cortex. A different
computational model by Schapiro et al. [12] suggests that infants can rely also on CA1 to
perform fast generalization. Given that CA1 develops relatively early compared to DG and CA3,
the fact that there are improvements in tasks tapping into fast generalization well beyond middle
childhood [39] may indeed suggest that generalization relies on different mechanisms in infancy
and in later stages of childhood development.

In particular, the field needs to increase its efforts to develop tasks that index pattern separation
and completion in children. The mnemonic similarity task [33] and its variants typically require
mnemonic discrimination between perceptually similar object exemplars. Path-specific pattern
separation signals for objects versus scenes within the medial temporal lobe (MTL) have been
dissociated in young adults [62], and are differently affected by normal aging in older adults [63].
Hence, structural and functional analyses also need to consider extrahippocampal regions
within the MTL – such as the perirhinal cortex and parahippocampal cortex for objects and
scenes stimuli, respectively [64].

Finally, neuroimaging studies will profit from successful attempts at more fine-grained delinea-
tion of regions within the hippocampus, which has become possible with relatively widespread

Outstanding Questions
How does hippocampal maturation
interact with the development of other
cortical regions, and in particular with
maturation of the prefrontal cortex?

How can these observations be
accommodated by data suggesting a
shift from pattern completion to pat-
tern separation during development?

How does the bias towards pattern
completion in childhood map onto the
processing stages of encoding, consol-
idation, and retrieval? For instance, are
high-resolution details already ‘lost’ at
encoding; that is, is the actual experi-
ence immediately converted into a gen-
eralizedrepresentation?Orarespecifics
removedduringconsolidation (e.g.,dur-
ing sleep)? Do the relative contributions
of the three stages to the pattern com-
pletion bias change with age?

What is the pattern of hippocampal
regional maturation below the age of
6 years?

Can pattern separation and pattern
completion be more effectively disso-
ciated at the behavioral level?

How does emotional saliency of expe-
rienced episodes interact with tenden-
cies towards generalization versus
specificity at different ages?

Does pattern separation operate simi-
larly on different representational con-
tents, including singular items such as
individual objects, scenes, and multi-
faceted contexts such as complex
events that comprise disparate ele-
ments? If so, how may this interact
with differential age effects on item
and context memory in children?

What are the boundary conditions that
determinetheengagementofhippocam-
pal pattern separation, and how do the
boundaries change in development?

Can the link between intrahippocam-
pal maturation and the developmental
lag between generalization and speci-
ficity inform research on other aspects
of child cognitive development, such
as the development of prefrontally
driven interference resolution during
representational conflict, statistical
learning, or fear conditioning?
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3 Tesla MRI scanners. These efforts will gain further traction through the establishment of
protocols to separate hippocampal regions with greater reliability (e.g., [65]) and validity (e.g.,
[66]), with a specific focus on separating the DG from the CA3 region [67]. More fine-grained
imaging of the hippocampus will also be necessary to extend current findings to the head and
tail of the hippocampus. This is essential to fully understand the maturational heterogeneity of
regions along the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus, both in terms of structure and function.
There is initial evidence for developmental differences along the anterior–posterior axis
[39,41,68], but the underlying mechanisms, the significance of these differences, and their
links to specific behavioral outputs are not well understood [47].

On a conceptual note, the present article exemplifies the beneficial and reciprocal relations
between developmental and general approaches to the neural architecture of cognition. On the
one hand, general computational and animal models point to potential reasons for age
differences in behavior. On the other, developmental phenomena, such as the lead–lag relation
between pattern completion and pattern separation, also help to clarify the role of functional
subdivisions within the hippocampal formation.

To conclude, the main proposition of this article is that maturational differences between
subfields within the hippocampus contribute to the developmental lead–lag relation
between generalization and specificity. The extraction of invariance across a range of
different experiences may precede the encoding, consolidation, and retrieval of detail
for reasons that are rooted, at least in part, in the uneven maturational course of sub-
structures within the hippocampus. This décalage [27,28], or developmental lag, may be
developmentally advantageous because it helps children to recognize regularities, form
stable representations of recurring episodes, predict the structure of future events, and
build semantic knowledge.

To be firmly established, our main proposition must be put to further empirical test. Crucially, given
that change–change relations cannot be inferred on the basis of cross-sectional age differences
[69], both the evidence suggesting heterogeneous maturational trajectories within the human
hippocampus across childhood and adolescence [38,52], as well as the behavioral evidence for a
shift from pattern completion to pattern separation [34,37,38] need to be corroborated by
multivariate longitudinal assessments. For instance, a recent study assessing longitudinal change
in hippocampal regions between 4 and 22 years of age [70] confirmed the heterogeneous pattern
of age-related differences that was previously reported in cross-sectional studies [38,39,52],
although with diverging trends for some regions. Future studies need to establish whether these
differences reflect methodological discrepancies in delineating hippocampal regions, or perhaps
unveil the weakness of inferring development based on cross-sectional data [71]. In designing
such future studies, we recommend reliance on (i) experimental materials and procedures that
minimize age-associated differences in task-relevant knowledge [37,72], (ii) samples that are
sufficiently large to reliably capture change–change relations of moderate effect size, and (iii) a
sufficiently large number of measurement occasions to capture the hypothesized lead–lag
relations at behavioral and neural levels of analysis.
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